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"Planet Messenger is a Jabber / Internet IM client that is perfectly suited for small to medium businesses that lack dedicated IT
staffs. With Planet Messenger, you can communicate instantly with your customers and collaborate over your projects or tasks."
I have 6 IM networks and it works perfectly. Recently there have been intermittent problems but for now that's all over. I have 6
IM networks and it works perfectly. Recently there have been intermittent problems but for now that's all over. -Ralph This was
exactly what I was looking for. Your service was fast,easy,accurate and saved me a pile of time and money. Thankyou. This was
exactly what I was looking for. Your service was fast,easy,accurate and saved me a pile of time and money. Thankyou. "- Richu
I have tried many IM clients over the years, and this is one of the best. The features are extensive, but that does not mean that
you can't find what you need. Support is very prompt and the work involved has been outstanding. I highly recommend it. I have
tried many IM clients over the years, and this is one of the best. The features are extensive, but that does not mean that you can't
find what you need. Support is very prompt and the work involved has been outstanding. I highly recommend it. - Jerry.
PlanetMessenger 1.0 is good, except that they need to fix a major bug that I have found. PlanetMessenger 1.0 is good, except
that they need to fix a major bug that I have found. -Mike. Planet Messanger is easy to use and extremely fast. I've been testing
this for about two weeks now, and it's been fast, reliable, and very effective. Planet Messanger is easy to use and extremely fast.
I've been testing this for about two weeks now, and it's been fast, reliable, and very effective. - Don. I found Planet Messenger
while reading a post on this website. I have been testing this for a week and so far I'm absolutely impressed. I highly recommend
it. I found Planet Messenger while reading a post on this website. I have been testing this for a week and so far I'm absolutely
impressed. I highly recommend it. - William G. They are very quick to respond to requests and to
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Skype,MSN,AIM,ICQ,Yahoo and Jabber multiple window instant messengers with many configuration options.
PlanetaMessenger News: PlanetaMessenger is a Multi Instant Messager with support to all well known instant messanger
networks including ICQ,MSN,AIM,Yahoo! and Jabber through a powerfull plugin engine. PlanetaMessenger is a free instant
messenger for Linux, Windows, OS X and any other operating system. Version 2.11 has support to all plans. You can buy access
to more features, plugins and information about the screenshots and users of the PlanetaMessenger.org through a in-apps
purchase system. If you like PlanetaMessenger you can buy access to our premium features through the in-apps market or
purchasing directly at our web site (www.planetamesenger.org). PlanetaMessenger.org is a Instant Messenger with support to all
well known instant messenger networks including ICQ,MSN,AIM,Yahoo! and Jabber through a powerfull plugin engine.
PlanetaMessenger.org support multiple window, multiple look and feel, plugins and profiles and is designed so anyone can use it
regardless of their level of IT knowledge. Download the desktop version PlanetaMessenger.org and take advantage of its
features and its skins. Main features: • Multi window support • Multi look and feel • Multi profile • Many plugins, including
call, voice mail, alarm, flash, spy, add contacts, RSS reader, WP plug-in, newsletter reading... Skins: • Look and feel of
PlanetaMessenger.org • PlanetaMessenger.org / Default skins • PlanetaMessenger.org / Black skin • PlanetaMessenger.org /
White skin • PlanetaMessenger.org / Krita skin • PlanetaMessenger.org / Aged skin Configuration: • Switching look and feel •
Plugin manager • Set your username, your contact list and block list from the plugin manager • Bulk add of usernames or
contacts • Multi profiles • Switching look and feel • Use face, skin or icon • Displaying message of friends, contacts or
unknown • Add status from the plugin manager • Categorize your status (Pleasure, Favourite or Unpleasure) • This version has a
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Planetamessenger is a free multi-network instant messenger supported by a powerful plugin engine. PlanetaMessenger is Free
but don't be fooled, it really has loads of features that will keep you busy. Chat with who you want, and have what you want,
PlanetaMessenger has the power to do it for you. PlanetaMessenger Features: - Free Download - Free Web Hosting - Free Web
Browser - Free Web Development - Free Internet Service - Free Unlimited Email - Free Active Mids - Free Multi Networks -
Web Chat - Protocols Supported: - IM Network: AIM, ICQ, MSN, Jabber, Yahoo! - XMPP Network: Google Talk, Yahoo! and
others - DBA (Direct Broadcast Application): iPerovs and others - Transfers: 3.0, XEP-0228 - Pubsub: XEP-0081 - Plugins:
Database, Plugin, Winamp Plugin - Audio/Video: Screams, Embed Web, Flash, Macro - Chatrooms: Chat, Chatrooms,
Chatroom Dialog, Instant Chat, Live Chat - Bookmarks: Bookmarks, Quicklinks, Chatbooks, Feeds - Ability to create your own
UserPages and hooks - Multilanguage: 3 Languages: English, French, German - Operators: XEP-0237 - Messages support:
XEP-0234 - Roster: Caption = PlanetaMessenger Name: PlanetaMessenger Version: 1.3 Description = Free multi network
instant messenger Free instant messenger. Built-in messaging features. Say away in any language. All supported protocols! Just
install and start typing away, you'll be connected to the chatroom without having to register. Who knows maybe you'll find some
friends or have some fun. It's free and no registration is required. It's that easy. Just download the latest version of
PlanetaMessenger! How To Use PlanetaMessenger: Just insert the Java(tm) plugin (included) into your web browser. System
Requirements: Windows users need Java. Mac users need Macromedia Flash or AOL. Linux users need Java or Macromedia
Flash. Windows users should use Internet Explorer, and Mac users should use Safari or Safari for Windows

What's New in the PlanetaMessenger?

- pmsland multi platform- pmsland multiple look and feels- pmsland support multiple languages- pmsland support multiple
plugins- pmsland multiple ways to use pms:custom,single or multi mode.- pmsland support multi accounts.- pmsland support
multi windows.- pmsland support multi contacts.- pmsland support multi voice.- pmsland support multiple skins.- pmsland
support multiple plugins.- pmsland support multiple authentication methods.- pmsland support multiple plugins per account (
disable plugin list per account ).- pmsland support multi platform (windows/linux/macosx)- pmsland feature full metadata
support- pmsland feature fully support multiple emoticons.- pmsland support multi skins.- pmsland features a powerfull plugin
engine to create all sorts of cool plugins.Our features are for this small list.Plenty more are planned for future releases.
PlanetaMessenger.org, a completely free software, was made for personal use and should not be used for commercial purposes.
PlanetaMessenger.org is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
PlanetaMessenger.org is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the
implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public
License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not,
write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. On Windows operating system you
can disable popup tray by right-clicking on Notify icon then Properties. On Linux you can set it in the Notify Settings dialog.
Enjoy PlanetaMessenger.org! Please notice: If you click on "X" or exit from the message, the registered nick will be changed. If
you type "exit" or "close" the skin will be changed. Packages for Windows supported This program uses Direct Show which is
not part of standard Windows installation. You must have at least v9.10 of Direct X installed for this to work.
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System Requirements:

- You must be 18 years or older - You must have a working microphone with a 3.5mm plug - You must have at least a 4GB
MicroSD card for save files Interface: - Choose the difficulty you want to play (easier, medium, hard) - Touch the screen to play
(Auto-Lock on/off) - On-screen gameplay instructions Description: Your goal is to save the world by collecting all of the
crystals scattered around every level.
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